AAS Requirements Prior to September 2021. Please discuss this list with your Success Coach who can share more details.

Last updated: 7.30.2021

Core: 6 credits (one English course; at least one math course)

- CGS ENG 102x
- CGS MAT 105x
- CGS MAT 102x

Fine Arts & Humanities: 9 credits, at least one humanities course and at least one arts course

- INFOST 120x
- CGS SPA 102x
- CGS REL 101x
- CGS MUS 273x
- CGS MUS 173x
- CGS SPA 101x
- CGS GSW 102x

Mathematics & Natural Sciences: 11 credits from at least two different disciplines; at least one lab science

- CGS CHE 124x
- CGS MAT 215X
- CGS BIO 141x
- CGS BIO 190x
- CGS HES 209x
- CGS GEO 125x

Social Sciences: 9 credits, at least two different disciplines

- CGS HIS 102x
- CGS ANT 100x
- CGS CTA 210x
- CGS SOC 101x
- CGS GSW 101x
CGS PSY 202x

Interdisciplinary studies: 3 credits (can double dip)
  CGS REL 101x
  CGS GSW 101x

Application & Performance: 3 credits
  CGS EGR 110x
  ENGLISH 206x
  CGS ART 161x
  CGS CTA 103x
  CGS BUS 201x
  CGS CPS 139x

Cultural Diversity: 3 credits; can double dip
  CGS HIS 102x
  CGS CTA 210x
  CGS MUS 273x

Electives: Take these courses, or any others from the above categories, to hit 60 credits
  CGS MAT 116x
  CGS ENG 101x
  CGS BUS 101x